
DEPLOYS WITHIN MINUTES LEARNS WITHIN HOURS STARTS PROTECTING IN A DAY

An Essential Layer of Inbound Email 
Security For Financial Services
Tessian Defender is a comprehensive inbound email security solution that automatically 
prevents a wide range of attacks that bypass O365 and Secure Email Gateways (SEGs)

INBOUND EMAIL SECURITY IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

WHY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS CHOOSE TESSIAN OVER OTHER SOLUTIONS:

Automatic Threat 
Prevention
Tessian Defender keeps critical 
financial data and funds safe by 
automatically detecting and preventing 
Business Email Compromise (BEC), 
Account Takeover (ATO), spear 
phishing, and impersonation attacks 
on both desktop and mobile. These 
advanced email attacks slip past SEGs, 
Microsoft 365, and G Suite and could 
result in financial loss, lost client trust, 
and a damaged reputation.  
Is Your O365 Email Secure? →

Education and Awareness  
When Tessian Defender detects 
potentially malicious emails, warning 
messages written in plain English offer 
context and explain exactly why the 
email was flagged.  This helps reinforce 
security awareness training and helps 
improve employees’ security reflexes 
over time, without impeding on 
productivity.  

Reduced Admin Overhead 
Tessian Defender seamlessly integrates 
with existing email security controls 
and removes the burden on IT and 
security teams. Repetitive and time-
consuming tasks are automated and 
human verification isn’t required. 
No more maintaining complex sets 
of rules, establishing pre-defined 
policies/configurations, or manually 
investigating potential threats. 

See all Tessian Integrations →

INBOUND THREATS ARE TOP OF MIND FOR SECURITY LEADERS IN FINANCIAL SERVICES:

 

 
While businesses across industries are vulnerable, financial institutions are especially lucrative targets. They handle an 
incredible amount of sensitive information and high-value payments on behalf of customers and clients.

43% 96% 12.5bn +2,000%
of breaches in the last 
year involved phishing.

of phishing attacks 
arrive via email.

Spear phishing has cost global 
businesses $12.5bn in losses.

BEC incidents have increased 
by nearly 2,000% since 2018.
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TRUSTED BY GLOBAL-LEADING FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
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2000 EMPLOYEES

6000 EMPLOYEES

"Our biggest risk is our users. Just us as humans. Our incilcaton is to 
do things as fast as we possibly can. But when we do things quickly, it’s 
generally at the expense of security. Automated solutions like Tessian allow 
us to enable our teams to work efficiently, while still making sure we’ve put 
up guardrails to keep them safe."

 
Elsa Ferreira
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER 
EVERCORE

“I love working with Tessian because they get UX. User experience is king 
in security. When you see their dashboard metrics focused on how rarely 
they pester users, you know they have the right mindset.”

Jerry Perullo
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER 
ICE | NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:

5500 EMPLOYEES

“Tessian prompts the right behavior without being too restrictive. That’s 
hugely valuable and is especially important for us because we really do 
treat our peoples’ time as a precious commodity.”

Rob Hyde
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER 
SCHRODERS

650 EMPLOYEES

“We didn’t come to Tessian for inbound protection. Just outbound. 
But when we saw how effective Tessian Defender was – especially at 
reinforcing training – we quickly realized how valuable it would be to have 
one single platform that covered both inbound and outbound. If we can 
solve two problems together, why do just one? That was a deciding factor 
for us”

Punit Rajpara
HEAD OF IT 
GOCARDLESS

1100 EMPLOYEES

"By installing Tessian, we have avoided potential breaches and the financial 
impact of a breach on our business. The investment has shown a clear 
ROI, and JTC see Tessian as a core technology partner who will continue 
to add value to the business as we both grow."

Adam Jeffries
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER 
JTC



See how you can turn your email  
data into your biggest defense 
against inbound email attacks.

Tessian’s mission is to secure the human layer. Using machine learning technology, Tessian automatically stops 
data breaches and security threats caused by human error - like data exfiltration, accidental data loss, business 
email compromise and phishing attacks - with minimal disruption to employees' workflow. As a result, employees 
are empowered to do their best work, without security getting in their way. Founded in 2013, Tessian is backed by 
renowned investors like Sequoia, Accel, March Capital, and Balderton and has offices in San Francisco and London.

Comprehensive Coverage
The most advanced threats bypass 
legacy solutions, leaving people as the 
last line of defense. But people are 
stressed and distracted, and bad actors 
carefully craft emails to dupe targets. 
Tessian automatically prevents internal 
and external impersonation, including 

Learn more about ATO Protection →

Bulk Remediation
Tessian Defender automatically 
quarantines emails determined to be 
highly malicious and allows admins to 
bulk-remediate malicious emails in 1 
click. Delete suspicious emails in users’ 
inboxes directly from the portal and 
thwart burst attacks by deleting entire 
campaigns from users’ inboxes.

Unique Risk Insights
Security teams can view top threats, 
top target users, and a detailed 
breakdown of anomalous events 
detected by Tessian Defender. And, 
with granular visibility of employee 
behavior, you can quantify risks, 
compare trends, and benchmark 
your security posture against other 
organizations in financial services. 

Learn more about  
Tessian Human Layer Risk Hub →

Take care, there is something 
unusual about this email.

Tessian has flagged this email because the sender could be
trying to impersonate another company. 

The sender’s email domain "@xyzsupplies-invoices.com" 
is similar to "@xyzsupplies.com", a domain that your company has 
an existing email relationship with.

Report as Malicious and Delete Mark as Safe

Hi,

The attached invoice is unpaid from last month.
Please transfer funds asap.

Thanks,

Sandra
XYZ Suppliers

Urgent: Unpaid Invoice

Sandra Kim
<sandra.kim@xyzsupplies-invoices.com>

SK

Hi,

I'm with Derek from Acme - he has a new account number so
didn't get the transfer you sent last week.

Can you please update and send ASAP?

Acct no: 12345678
Sort code: 12-34-56

Thanks,

Sandra
Accounting Executive, ABC Bank

Urgent: Unpaid Invoice

Sandra Kim
<sandra.kim@abcbank.com>

SK

Payment Request

Possible Impersonation

Unknown Subdomain

External Partner

BEC Suspected

Urgency in Subject

Account Takeover Detected
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